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Current Affairs of the Day 
SC seeks Centre’s response on evolving a programme to protect 

Great Indian Bustard 

 

• The Supreme Court sought the government’s response about evolving a “Project Great 

Indian Bustard” conservation programme like the Project Tiger to bring attention to 

the peril faced by the critically endangered bird. 

• Project Tiger is touted by the government as one of the most successful conservation 

programmes for a single species in the world. 

• The court is hearing a series of petitions highlighting the numerous deaths of Great 

Indian Bustards due to power transmission lines criss-crossing their habitat in Gujarat 

and Rajasthan. 
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SC worried over effect of GM crops on livelihood of women farm 

labourers 

• The Supreme Court expressed concern about the plight of thousands of women 

agricultural labourers in rural areas traditionally engaged in de-weeding as they would 

be part of the human cost if the government permitted the commercial cultivation of 

herbicide-tolerant crops such as GM mustard. 

• Petitions challenge environmental nod given to GM mustard; petitioner says 

widespread use of herbicide-tolerant crops will encourage farmers to spray chemical 

weed-killers, leaving large amounts of toxic chemical residue on the crops 

• The Supreme Court’s own Technical Expert Committee [TEC] had said that these GM 

crops were not meant for agriculture in the Indian context. They may be suitable in the 

western context where there are large farms, but not here. 

• The Petitioners also submitted that India had 5,477 varieties of mustard, which would 

be at risk. He argued that the regulatory system under the Genetic Engineering 

Appraisal Committee (GEAC), which cleared the environmental release of Dhara 

Mustard Hybrid-11 (DMH-11), a genetically engineered variant of mustard, was 

“horrendous” and riddled with conflict of interest. 

• The Supreme Court-appointed member of the GEAC had said the commercial 

cultivation of GM mustard would open the door wide, for multinational corporations. 

• He said GM mustard, if approved for commercial cultivation, would be the first 

genetically modified food crop available to Indian farmers. He recalled how Bt Brinjal 

was withdrawn by the government years ago after the regulatory system was found 

riddled with inconsistencies. 

 

In 2022, world-topping $100bn in remittances head to India 

• Migrant workers from India are on track to send home a record amount of money this 

year, boosting the finances of Asia’s third largest economy poised to retain its spot as 

the world’s top recipient of remittances. 

• Remittance flows to India will rise 12% to reach $100 billion this year, according to a 

World Bank report. That puts its inflows far ahead of countries including Mexico, 

China and the Philippines. 
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• Highly-skilled Indian migrants living in wealthy nations such as the US, UK, and 

Singapore were sending more money home, according to the report.  

• Over the years, Indians have moved away from doing lower paid work in places like 

the Gulf. Wage hikes, record-high employment and a weakening rupee also supported 

growth. 

• Inflows from the world’s largest diaspora are a key source of cash for India, which 

lost almost $100 billion of foreign exchange reserves in the past year amid tightening 

global conditions that weakened currencies including the rupee against the dollar. 

Remittances, accounting for nearly 3% of India’s gross domestic product, are also 

important for filling fiscal gaps. 

 

Delay hits Sela tunnel project in Arunachal 

• The Sela tunnel project in China-bordering Arunachal Pradesh, one of the key 

elements of India’s big infrastructure push in forward areas, has been delayed and is 

now expected to be completed only by April 2023. 

• The tunnel will allow faster deployment of weapons and soldiers to forward areas in 

the Tawang sector. 
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• The Sela 

tunnel, 

announced by 

the 

government in 

2018, will be 

the longest 

twin-lane 

tunnel above 

13,000 feet in 

the world, and 

will cut down 

travel time to 

Tawang by at 

least one hour 

as well as 

provide all-

weather 

connectivity. 

• It is being 

executed by the 

Border Roads 

Organisation 

(BRO). BRO does not want to push the finishing work as construction quality is the 

foremost priority, the officials said. 

• Winter connectivity to Tawang over the 14,000-foot pass, Sela, posed a logistics 

challenge for the army for decades, with the movement of men, weapons and stores 

severely affected for at least three to four months in a year. 

• India is building infrastructure at a rapid pace in eastern Ladakh and Arunachal 

Pradesh with focus on better living experience and improved facilities for soldiers, 

conservation of modern weapons and equipment deployed there, and supporting faster 

movement of men and material to deal with any contingency in the midst of the 

lingering border standoff with the Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA). 

• The Sela tunnel is a part of the Balipara-Charduar-Tawang road, one of the key 

strategic projects near the Chinese border. 
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Time is right for a digital rupee 

• Starting this month, the Reserve Bank of India (RBI) will begin a pilot project that 

will put a digital rupee, or e₹, in the hands of individuals.  

• Groups of merchants and customers in four cities — Mumbai, Delhi, Bengaluru and 

Bhubaneswar — will be given these digital currencies so that they can transact as they 

would with cash, helping RBI identify flaws and improvements before a wider rollout.  

• With this, India will join a group of 15 countries trying out what is known as a celntral 

bank digital currency, or CBDC.  

• In simple terms, a CBDC is the closest virtual equivalent of cash, with the liability for 

its value resting directly with the central bank, instead of — as is the case at present 

— an intermediary bank, which has to settle digital transactions with other banks and 

RBI at the end of accounting. 

 

Bitcoin nightmare: 

• Since Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency, took off in 2015 (it was first conceptualised in 2008), 

there have been many conversations around the future of money.  

• Born in the throes of the 2008 financial collapse, Bitcoin laid down a cyber libertarian 

vision: Digital currency should be transparent, free of government regulation and 

anonymous.  
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• But fast forward to 2022, through a pandemic-induced boom, the mushrooming of 

hundreds of cryptocurrencies and financial institutions, overly centralised exchanges 

and allegedly dubious 

transactions, and 

billions of dollars in 

individual investment, 

the vision has all but 

collapsed.  

• The downfall, 

ironically, harks back 

to the 2008 crisis when 

unscrupulous 

behaviour by financial 

institutions robbed 

individuals and 

taxpayers of billions of 

dollars. The crypto meltdown of 2022 is believed to have cost investors $12 billion till 

now. 

Benefits of CBDC: 

• Technology holds immense potential to revolutionise money along with the decades 

of institutional checks and balances developed in the aftermath of financial crises.  

• But the benefits of doing so with a CBDC, and not a private cryptocurrency, include 

substantial savings from not having to print cash and robust oversight and regulation.  

• The reduced reliance on inter-bank processes will also lead to cheaper and more 

efficient cross-border transactions and allow for more innovations in payment 

systems.  

• But perhaps most significant is its potential for financial inclusion, giving underserved 

populations access to digital money with more reliability and resilience — 

characteristics only legal tender can provide.  

• As success stories such as the Unified Payments Interface (UPI) have shown, the 

appetite for modernisation of payments is immense in India. The time is right for the 

e₹. 
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Are ransomware attacks increasing in India? 

• On November 23, e-services at the All-India Institute of Medical Sciences (AIIMS) 

were crippled by what is being suspected to be a ransomware attack.  

• The Delhi Police’s Intelligence Fusion & Strategic Operations have registered a case 

and launched investigations to identify the perpetrators, while cyber security experts 

are employing software tools for data recovery.  

• They have been able to retrieve a significant number of files. However, pending 

sanitisation of the entire network and its nodes, all hospital services are currently being 

executed manually.  

• AIIMS has a Local Area Network comprising more than 6,500 computers supporting 

the institute, its hospital, centres and other departments. While a probe is underway to 

determine if essential safety protocols were in place, measures are being taken to 

thwart any such attack in the future. 

What is ransomware? 

• Ransomware is a type of malicious software, used by cyber criminals, to infect a 

computer system by blocking access to the stored data by encrypting the files. A 

ransom is then demanded from the owner in exchange for the decryption key. 

• While it is not yet clear as to how exactly the AIIMS computer systems were targeted, 

the malware may usually be injected remotely by tricking the user into downloading 

it upon clicking an ostensibly safe web link sent via email or other means, including 

hacking.  

• It can spread throughout the network by exploiting existing vulnerabilities. 

Ransomware attacks can also be accompanied by theft of sensitive data for other 

sinister motives. 

How serious are ransomware attacks? 

• Preliminary findings by cyber experts have indicated that at least five of the AIIMS’ 

servers that hosted data related to more than three crore patients were compromised.  

• According to the Interpol’s first-ever Global Crime Trend report ransomware was the 

second highest-ranking threat after money laundering. 

Which agencies in India deal with cyber-attacks? 

• Set up in 2004, the Indian Computer Emergency Response Team (CERT-In) is the 

national nodal agency that collects, analyses and circulates inputs on cyber-attacks; 
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issues guidelines, advisories for preventive measures, forecasts and issues alerts; and 

takes measures to handle any significant cyber security event. It also imparts training 

to computer system managers.  

• The National Cyber Security Coordinator, under the National Security Council 

Secretariat, coordinates with different agencies at the national level on cybersecurity 

issues, while the National Critical Information Infrastructure Protection Centre has 

been set up for the protection of national critical information infrastructure.  

• According to the government, the Cyber Swachhta Kendra (Botnet Cleaning and 

Malware Analysis Centre) has been launched for detection of malicious software 

programmes and to provide free tools to remove the same, while the National Cyber 

Coordination Centre works on creating awareness about existing and potential threats. 
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MAINS 

DAWP 

Q1. What is ransomware? Discuss level of Indian preparedness 

to deal with ransomeware attacks.  

MCQs 
Q1. The sela pass is situated in the state of the  

a. Sikkim  

b. Nagaland 

c. Manipur 

d. Arunachal Pradesh 

 


